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El cuarto de máquinas, the experimental project space of Galería Hilario Galguera, will open its next exhibition on Thursday 2nd 
of February with the exhibition Per Aspera Ad Astra by Mexican artists Pablo de la Torre and Anuar Atala.

Finding harmony with the environment has proved elusive for man since the advent of modernity, our exploitation building to a contemporary 
ecological crisis. In seeking control of nature, we encourage dependence, humanity’s future more and more reliant on a fragile balance. 
Atala’s work, in which oily and amorphous plastic forms spill from the canvas, impose bulging, threatening representations of finite 
resources and material waste. De la Torre’s geometrically abstracted landscapes map a metropolitan architecture as it branches out from 
tree trunks and branches. Both present a conflict, between the viewer and our rapacious consumption of resources, and between the 
natural world and incessant structural expansion. 

Atala carries out controlled accidents, dripping and reacting materials to construct untamed and somewhat disturbing surfaces. This 
process embraces chaos and chance the pieces’ composition, seeking to test the disciplinary boundaries of painting and sculpture 
through immersive yet disquieting forms. As Atala’s works break through the frame the gallery ecosystem is disrupted, forcing reflection 
on an industrial materiality at odds with aesthetic beauty.

For De la Torre, his abstraction combines profound spatial depth and flatness, your eyes drawn across the drawing in a kaleidoscopic tour 
of an architectural past and future, which Julie Mehretu achieved through her bright abstract paintings over topographical drawings. As De 
la Torre’s paintings further detach from their arboreal foundations, the concrete outlines of rooms, staircases and balconies are laid bare. 
Nature provides structure yet begins to blend and disappear behind man-made forms, with De la Torre investigating the tension between 
these elements, and the delicate symbiosis that keeps the composition whole. 

In capitalism’s search for growth, nature suffers under the daily extraction of resources and destruction of its environment, fuelling endless 
urban development and lost public space. The show’s title, Per aspera ad astra, sardonically references the human desire to triumph 
through adversity, and progress to undiscovered heights. This show asks at what point this search becomes self-defeating, upsets the 
balance between humanity and nature, reaching the sky but with nothing to return to.

El cuarto de máquinas was conceived in 2010 in Berlin by Hilario Galguera, as a platform of unlimited possibilities, oriented to 
the inclusion of independent and experimental projects, for which the site or duration is determined according to the specific 
needs of each one. El cuarto de máquinas collaborates with artists, curators and writers from the national and international 
scene.
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